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Eighty-One
Ron Carter

Elsa
Earl Zindars

Chinine
Jared & Jonathan Mattson

San Francisco River
Flora Purim

Dig This
Wycliffe Gordon

Edith and the Kingpin
Joni Mitchell (arr. Herbie Hancock)

Dhyana
Tina Brooks

There Will Never Be Another You
Harry Warren/Mack Gordon

Anticipation
D. Andress Sanchez

The Crawfish Stomp
Eric Richards

Personnel

Brianne Hwang - voice
David Brisco, Bassem Shoucri, Chris Theg - trumpet
Daniel Orkin - trombone
Ian Adams, Steve Carter, Kelly Styger - alto saxophone
Daniel Teplitz, Bailey Wentworth - tenor saxophone
Russ Fluty, Chris Rios, Danny Sanchez - piano
Jared Mattson, Scooter Oyama - guitar
Nathan Hendricks, Chuck Kim - electric bass
Matthew Wohl - bass
Jon Bruns, Jonathan Mattson, Jeff Gicklhorn
Oscar Carranza - percussion